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Managing resources in project and service organisations 
is critical to deliver while keeping control of costs, time 
and quality. Often processes become complex, time 
consuming and not user friendly, resulting in inflated 
overhead and unnecessary information.  
A light multi-platform web tool allows resource allocation 
in a fast and effective way. Users will find it unobtrusive 
and managers can control progress and efforts in a 
shared PMO.  
Collaborative model allows information sharing while 
maintaining and enforcing processes and single point of 
truth.  
REAL implements a resource “marketplace” with skills/
characteristic search & match. 
Project GANTT and master resource planner provide a 
complete Dashboard to project managers.  

COSTS PLANNING 
Manage task and event time 
Approval and workflow 
Track time and tasks 
Multi resource Multi project 
Automated Resource Matching 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
GANTT 
Tasks 
Resources 

MULTI PLATFORM 
Web Application 
Tablet 
PC 

CLOUD or ON-PREMISES 
High Performance 
Open Database 
Fully Configurable 
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Planner view displays all events allocated per week, per 
resource and per project. Task colour visually shows 
forecast/actual/budget tasks. Badge shows hours 
allocated. Every item in the view is clickable and active. 
Mouseover displays additional information. 

Calendar view displays all events on the time frame 
selected, allows to view all tasks on monthly/weekly/daily 
basis. Tasks are clickable to open info and edit panel. 

Resource view displays all events grouped per resource. 
Colour coding allows to visually display overbooking and 
resource availability. Every item in the view is clickable 
and active. Mouseover displays additional information. 

Project view displays all projects and time allocated per 
project in the week. 
Every item in the view is clickable and active. Mouseover 
displays additional information. 
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GANTT view displays a GANTT project view. Critical path 
is supported. Task bar displays elapsed and percentage of 
completion. 

Task view displays all tasks and related information per 
selected project. 

DashBoard view displays relevant information per user. 
This view is customisable per customer. 

Matcher view allows to search for resource 
characteristics/skills to find the best match and to review 
allocation and free slots. 
All characteristics are configurable and can support any 
business domain. 
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Consultancy program available for customers to configure REAL to their processes 
and business model.

Designed from the ground-up to provide high performance and scalability, tuned for 
high performance on different HW

Based on an Open Architecture database, the customer can connect to the database 
to perform ad-hoc analysis or extensions

Fully configurable administration is based on graphical interface. The banner is 
configurable with customer logo/image. Help pages fully configurable per customer.

Data can be exported in various formats to support integration and interfaces with 
other tools and systems

Available on CLOUD with fully managed model (dedicated instance and dedicated 
database) or on premises 

Native WEB ( HTML ) application, developed and tested over multiple platforms (IE, 
Safari, Firefox, CHROME) and devices ( PC, MAC, iPad, Tablets, Smartphone* ) 
(*) Some limit apply
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